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Digital Marketing 101 
 Key tools for engagement marketing.
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Getting up to speed
Digital marketing is a business essential. Promoting brands, products, and services 
online and through mobile applications is now table stakes. So as a marketer, you 
need to get on board.

But online advertising is just the tip of the iceberg. Marketers have to understand the 
complexities of every channel to gain the insights they need to grow their business. 

Search engine optimization, pay-per-click advertising, and conversion rate 
optimization techniques work together to demystify consumer behaviors, capture 
customers’ attention, and turn prospects into loyal customers over time. When every 
part of your digital marketing campaign works seamlessly together, you'll have an 
easier time staying competitive in today's business landscape.
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Digital marketing defined

Digital marketing is the endorsement of goods, services,  
and company brands through online media channels
Today’s consumers span every device and channel. Most of them research potential purchases online 
before ever stepping foot into a store or speaking to a salesperson.

Buyers today are more empowered than ever. Within several seconds, they can discover anything 
they want to know about product quality, availability, and value. Google Think Insights found that 48 
percent of consumers start their research online, while 33 percent go directly to brand websites, and 
26 percent turn to mobile applications. Businesses have to be ready and willing to engage with their 
customers on every digital platform and device imaginable. 

of consumers start their 
research online

of consumers go directly to brand 
websites to start their search

of consumers turn to mobile apps 
to find what they're searching for 
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Digital marketing meets  
engagement marketing

Engagement marketing is the art of creating meaningful 
interactions with people, based on who they are and what  
they do, continuously over time
Engagement marketing is marketing that captures a customer's attention and moves them toward 
a goal, wherever they are. It’s marketing that is backed by both creative vision and hard data. With 
engagement marketing, you can move quickly, shortening the amount of time between an idea and 
its outcome, allowing you to create more—and better—targeted programs.

Businesses can apply this type of campaign to every stage in the customer lifecycle—from awareness 
to consideration to purchase and beyond. But customer lifecycles aren't as straightforward and linear 
as they are predicted to be. This means that digital marketers can no longer rely on past customer 
behaviors to connect with customers. To truly engage your audience, you need to be able to create 
meaningful relationships regardless of where or when a customer interacts with a brand.

Engagement marketing requires an understanding of:

• The customer as an individual 

• The customer’s job, hobbies, and actions 

• How to connect with customers seamlessly across channels and devices 

• The ideal outcome of every customer interaction 

• Where customers spend their time both online and offline
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Applying digital elements to  
engagement marketing
Understanding customer behavior—like past purchases, searches, and page views—is an important 
part of a digital marketing strategy. Engagement marketing asks marketers to avoid making sweeping 
generalizations about customers, and instead to focus on individuals. By bringing digital and 
engagement marketing together, you can deliver more relevant, personal experiences—resulting in 
happier customers and more brand loyalty.

Another major benefit of combining digital and engagement marketing is the ability to make 
connections at every stage in the customer lifecycle and across every channel and device. This 
means greater visibility for your brand and more chances for your customers to respond to your 
call to action.

Digital and engagement marketing work seamlessly together to get your customers' attention and 
improve campaign results.

In this guide, we'll cover the channels and tactics you can use to improve your digital marketing 
campaigns, including: 

• Pay-per-click (PPC) advertising 

• Retargeting 

• Search engine optimization (SEO) 

• Mobile apps and ads 

• Personalization 
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Getting started with pay-per-click  
(PPC) advertising

Drawing on customer behavior data, PPC advertising 
delivers highly relevant online ads to boost website traffic 
and purchases
Targeted ads show up in customers’ search engine results or on websites they visit. Marketers pay 
a fee to a website owner or search engine only when a user clicks an ad. This method, according to 
WordStream, accounts for 64.6 percent of ad clicks.

To create a successful PPC campaign, businesses need to establish highly focused, specific keywords 
and phrases in their ad copy and on their company websites across all channels. Base your keyword 
choices on company priorities, products, brand messaging, and competitive insight.

Destination URLs, or landing pages, need to be optimized with relevant keywords and phrases used 
in the ad copy for PPC to be successful. If you need a little keyword inspiration to get started, try using 
Google's Keyword Planner or similar tools that provide the most popular search terms related to your 
keywords. Make sure to prioritize shorter words and phrases, which tend to be more mobile-friendly.

The all-important task of testing.
Testing your PPC ads is essential for success. One of the easiest and most reliable ways to do this is 
with an A/B test, which compares two versions of an ad to see which one performs better.

Items that marketers should test include:

• Tone of voice

• Keywords

• Types of offers

• Calls to action

• Headlines

• Links

• Mobile versions of content 

Testing these elements of your PPC ads will let you know what you need to change to improve your 
conversion rates and perfect your advertising strategy.
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The power of retargeting

Your audience expects an increasingly personalized  
experience online
Today's marketing automation tools help you meet your customers wherever they are, from their 
favorite websites to their social media accounts. The process of sending the same or similar ads to a 
customer on multiple channels is known as retargeting.

By tracking your customers' interests, purchases, level of buying intent, and overall engagement, you 
can retarget ads to those who have visited your website—even if it was anonymously—based on 
location, industry, company size, targeted list, or behaviors.

The result is better-performing ads, stronger return on ad spend (ROAS), and the ability to nurture 
customers with a consistent experience across every channel.

Retargeting works only when businesses can track who visits their sites and how they got there. With 
a platform like Adobe Marketo Ad-Bridge, marketers can create data-rich retargeting campaigns 
for both anonymous and known site visitors. For anonymous visitors—that is, customers whose 
names and contact information aren't in a company's database—marketers can deliver ads based 
on IP address location, industry, product interest, buying intent, and much more. For known visitors, 
marketers can incorporate information like engagement levels, stage in the customer lifecycle, and 
specific needs into targeted ads.

Customer visits 
your website

Customer leaves your 
website for another website

Customer sees your ad 
on another website

Customer responds to 
your ad and returns to 

your website

Customer makes 
a purchase

Customer
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Get noticed with SEO

While PPC and retargeting efforts are important, the organic 
online traffic earned through SEO reigns supreme
As a discipline, SEO refers to increasing a website’s rank in online search results—and its organic site 
traffic—by using popular keywords and phrases. A strong SEO strategy is a fundamental part of digital 
marketing campaigns because it puts customers in direct contact with what you have to offer.

SEO has been around since the rise of the internet. The discipline changes as often as the web and 
user behavior do, if not more. To rank high in online search, marketers need to gain and maintain an 
in-depth knowledge of the field.

As you get more comfortable with digital marketing, and SEO in particular, remember these three  
best practices:

Find your best keywords with Google Analytics

Most businesses base their SEO ranking on Google, as this search engine holds 67 percent of the 
market share. Google Analytics informs businesses of the keywords most commonly searched by 
consumers from particular industries and demographics. Google Webmaster Tools helps marketers 
identify click-through rates of popular search terms from the previous six months.

Don't forget about title tags and meta descriptions

A title tag defines the title of a website landing page and tells internet users what information a page 
offers. Meta descriptions are tiny snippets of content that provide extra insight into what consumers 
can expect from a site. Every page on a website should have strong, relevant title tags and meta 
descriptions. Avoid piling in too many keywords, which can overwhelm search engines and look like 
spam. Title tags and meta descriptions improve SEO rankings and clickability.

Use marketing automation software for the best results

Platforms like Marketo Engage offer tools that can help. They can also alert marketers to inbound 
linking options based on keywords online users search frequently.
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Start with a mobile-responsive website to get the best SEO results

Your content needs to be accessible to consumers on all mobile devices. The key is building a 
responsive website—that is, a site that optimizes the user experience for every device. WebDAM 
reported 57 percent of mobile users think poorly of businesses that don’t have mobile-friendly 
websites. Because Google's search algorithm prefers sites that have been optimized for mobile, 
customers are more likely to see responsive sites in search results and have a better experience on 
the mobile-optimized sites they choose to visit.

Keep your content quality high

Great content is an SEO necessity. Gone are the days of keyword-stuffing. With high-quality content, 
you'll get higher search rankings and increase the likelihood that your content will be shared by third 
parties, which will help your SEO even more. 

of mobile users think poorly 
of businesses that don’t have 
mobile-friendly websites

of SEO market share is 
held by Google
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The magic of mobile apps and ads

The majority of smartphone users—85 percent—prefer 
mobile apps over mobile sites. Easier to navigate than a 
mobile site, a good mobile app can make all the difference 
in your ability to engage with customers
Plus, an app install on your customers' phones means that they take you with them wherever they go, 
increasing their exposure to your brand.

Mobile ads are another important piece of the digital marketing puzzle. And for good reason—an 
average of 88 percent of mobile search ads lead to site visits, according to Google. Over half of users 
report that they find mobile ads useful, which is one reason why, per Statista, mobile ad revenue is 
expected to grow by 12 percent in 2021.1

1Guttmann, A., Statista, "Growth of digital advertising revenue in the U.S. 2019-2021," September 2020.

of consumers with mobile 
devices prefer mobile-
friendly websites

of mobile marketing 
campaigns in the U.S. 
offer apps

of consumers' time on a mobile 
device is spent in applications

of smartphone users prefer 
native mobile apps over 
mobile websites
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Engage customers with personalization
Over recent years, customers have come to expect a certain level of digital personalization, from 
recommendations to rewards points to purchase history and beyond. Today's personalization tools 
can deliver engaging experiences across channels and devices, even before users create an account. 

With help from marketing automation software, you can use data and predictive analytics to offer 
customers the most relevant and unique experience. Plus, marketing automation can help you keep 
up with customers across every channel—digital or not—so you can deliver personal experiences no 
matter where your customers are.

When built around specific wants, needs, personalities, and actions, personalized campaigns affect 
consumers in more meaningful ways—delivering exactly what they need when they need it.

For example, a potential customer visits your healthcare industry website. You know that they are a 
healthcare provider because you can look up their IP address. With the right personalization tool, you 
can serve them specialized content, such as a video that addresses their unique needs or case studies 
of related clients you've previously worked with.

From there, they navigate off your site and go to Facebook. Using a tool like Ad Bridge from Marketo 
Engage, you can serve them personalized healthcare ads based on what you know about their 
industry. As they travel across the web, they continue to see your relevant ads, moving them from 
awareness to consideration.
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Making the most of the Internet of Things 
(IoT)
Whether it's wearables, smart home devices, connected appliances, or any other IoT product, there 
are more ways than ever to connect with your customers—especially when they're not in front of a 
screen. 

As you build out your digital engagement strategy, don't forget to include IoT. While it's one of the 
newest tech trends, IoT holds a lot of power. According to PRNewswire, the IoT market was worth 
$212.1 billion in 2018, and it is expected to grow by over 25 percent by 2026.2

All signs indicate that if you want to stay on top of your digital marketing, you need to take IoT 
into consideration. There are countless ways you can use IoT to your advantage—but if you're just 
getting started, keep it simple. If you're already doing mobile marketing, consider using geofencing—
technology that interacts with your customers' phones based on location—to deliver timely, relevant 
messages. Or you can use QR codes to start bridging the gap between your products (and content) 
and your customers' mobile devices.

Marketing with IoT is just one example of how you can make digital experiences more personal. 
The more experience you gain across all digital marketing, the easier it will be to see how the pieces 
connect. What's important is starting with your customers. Once you know who they are and how 
you can best help them, you'll see that personalized digital marketing is one of the most powerful 
ways to form valuable customer connections.

Bringing it all together
When you're new to digital marketing, it can sometimes seem like you're losing the personal touch 
with your customers. Nothing could be further from the truth. Today's digital technologies can help 
marketers treat more customers with a greater level of personalization that would not be possible 
otherwise. And with so many ways to connect—on the web, over social media, on mobile apps, or 
via IoT—digital gives you more opportunities than ever to make a lasting impact on the thing that 
matters most to your business—your customers. 

2PRNewsWire, "Internet of Things (IoT) Market Worth $1319.08 Billion, Globally, by 2026 at 25.68% CAGR: Verified Market Research" 
July 2020.
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About Marketo Engage
Marketo Engage, part of Adobe Experience Cloud, offers the solution of choice for lead management 
and B2B marketing professionals seeking to transform customer experiences by engaging across 
every stage of complex buying journeys. Natively supporting both lead and account-based marketing 
strategies, Marketo Engage brings together marketing and sales in a comprehensive solution designed 
to orchestrate personalized experiences, optimize content, and measure business impact across every 
channel, from consideration to conversion and beyond. 

To learn more about Marketo Engage, the vast community of passionate marketers in the Marketing 
Nation, and Marketo Engage’s robust partner ecosystem, visit marketo.com.


